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About This Game

Second Coming is a sci-fi cartoon gamebook with turn-based 3D battles (xcom-style). It is a sci-fi adventure where you and
your team explore an alien ship and uncovers its secrets. This game will appeal to both gamebook enthusiasts as more traditional
gamers - extending the gamebook format with digital effects and narration. The story explores the concept of origin of life and

alien civilizations.
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They Have Waited

As an alien ships approaches and make landfall on earth - prophets are interpreting a signal from the ship as "I am Messiah".
Linking the ship to the Second Coming of the Messiah. Proclaiming salvation to be at hand in a time when the earth’s resources

are running scarce and the earth most need it.

The Origin Of Life

The task force assembled to investigate the alien ship however makes frightening discoveries that links the ship to the origin of
life - believing it to be some kind of ark that carries life across the universe to seed worlds. As the enter they ship they

encounter a sign that reads "Eden" written in ancient script. But what are the alien’s intention and are they really linked to
creation? Or are they just sinister beings that collect lifeforms for their own entertainment?

Revelations
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What awaits them are not like anything they have ever seen before. It will be a thought provoking journey through alien
environments - searching for the beings that control the alien ship and a secret far older than mankind.
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Title: Second Coming
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Seen in a Dream, KLURA Design
Publisher:
Seen in a Dream
Release Date: 8 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GT / ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English
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Good music, nice hand drawn art, an alright story and some great music to go along with it. I felt like all the characters had some
type of personality to them and it was always a highlight to explore new areas. However there is alot of backtracking with i
personally don't mind an well without spoiling anything, a glitched final boss fight.

Also just a long shot here but does anyone know how to get the "widget" i got everything in the game besides it and the wiki
gave me vague info. If you know how to get it PLEASE tell me in detail. thak you.. Critical Mass is a match-four puzzler where
players place different colored cubes in a three-dimensional space. The player must eliminate all cubes in the game area before
reaching "critical mass". Scoring combos will reduce the critical mass level and buy the player some time.

This game features several play modes. Classic proceeds through several levels of predefined shapes with randomized
arrangements. Rush requires the player to remove all the blocks while the score decreases. Survival requires the player to stave
off critical mass for a set period of time. Meditation gives the player a set number of blocks to remove with no time limit or
failure conditions.

As far as gameplay goes, scoring a combo does have a good feel to it and the game itself is reasonably polished, however this
game fails to get my recommendation. Firstly, the since the game involves a three-dimensional shape, the gameplay often
devolves to a guessing game where the player may (or may not) get lucky by placing a cube on a hidden vein of like colored
consecutive blocks. Secondly this game's music is quite literally a 10 second, rather generic, clip on loop. Meditation features a
different 10 second clip but the rest are the same. Lumines, another match-four puzzle game, changes the visual style and music
as the player progresses which keeps things fresh and interesting.

To it's merit the game can be played with just the mouse, so if you're looking for a game that can be played with one hand
(maybe with a beer in the other hand). Also the developers were thoughtful enough to include a colorblind mode which adds a
symbol to each block.

Score: 5/10. Best trade simulation i ever play, but have some problem in latest windows. and save file cannot snyc with steam
cloud. but still i love this game!. 10\/10 would pick up socks again. Just gave Infinite Space III a shot last night and wound up
playing several hours. Even in its early release status, the game is fun, and the variations thrown by the RNG keep even the
(somewhat small) range of encounters varied. I have enjoyed the heck out of it so far, and absolutely cannot wait to see what the
devs do next.
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From my experience, this aircraft takes a lot of dedication to master. The throttle is very slow to act, and it's very easy to stall
after takeoff. The seating position is akward, with having to tilt you screen down each time you want to see the instruments,
taking focus away from the outside. This aircraft has NO lights other than instrument lights, so get used to flying in the dark.
Virtual cockpit button use is average, with a good amount of switches and buttons being togglable. If you're willing to put in the
effort to tame it and get the blue note, I wouldn't recommend it.. It's anime Souls, but with a few big differences. The controls
are not souls so you may find yourself opening your map more than you'd like. They also can't be changed. The characters are
not customizable, which is a shame, because there's a real need for fashion in anime souls. Early access, though, so i'm hopeful.
Good fun and challenging.. You wont regret buying this XD. Aesthetics!
. I'd honestly love to give this game a good review. It's a lot of things I love: cooperative, creepy, wierd, etc, but I can't because
I'm never able to play it, which in turn is due to no one ever being on. I waited for almost 20 minutes, and nobody ever joined
the lobby. Maybe my internet is just terrible, I don't know. However, when I get a chance, I will give this game a fair review.
But, for now, I can't reccomend this.. Where else can you pound Finnish metal music while hucking a giant sky-whale helicopter
into a hot LZ, spitting fire in three directions, to pull out wounded friendlies while your comrades blitz the ground around you
so you can bug out with your precious cargo? Some of the gnarliest, most rewarding, absolutely heroic co-op I've ever played
anywhere. What do we say to the god of death? Not today!. should have read the comments. the description needs to be
changed. There is no game.. To: Public users of the game (Valve : and chairman welcome to the meeting everyone)

SOMETHING LIKE THIS COULD BE USEFUL ONE DAY . SOMETHING LIKE THAT ALSO ;=()()>

The game Second Coming will be out of beta next week!:
The game Second Coming will be out of beta next week, so get ready for version 1.0 and more news on how we will continue to
build great content after launch!

https://youtu.be/RPW0VYYDBXs. Episode 2 is Live!:
Episode 2 has been live since a week ago. The Early Access now include 10 levels and several changes has been introduced.
Movement steps in top-down has been increased.

There will be additional bug-fix release of what we got so far this or next week. We are also gearing up for Episode 3, which
will be level 12-20.

Apart from that, we will also update the demo in the near future (which is old compared to the early access build) and we aim to
release the Early Access version as well.
. A little about the game:
THE GAME
The game Second Coming and the short story Second Coming: Serpent Zero will let you discover and explore our unique origins
(of life) and a universe much larger, older and grander than ourselves. At the end of the road, there will be unexpected answers
to age old questions. The story takes as its standpoint that consciousness precedes the universe that we see. It is a very Biocentric
worldview as outlined by Robert Lanza. Biocentrism argues that the primacy of consciousness features in the work of Descartes,
Kant, Leibniz, Berkeley, Schopenhauer, and Bergson. It sees this as supporting the central claim that what we call space and
time are forms of animal sense perception, rather than external physical objects. The story will explore what this would really
mean for life as we know it, and also introduce aliens of different factions as the Nephilim’s of ancient writings. The various
Alien Factions all have their unique storyline, that is intertwined to the creation of men.

THE GAME MECHANICS
I have always loved XCOM: s style of strategic gameplay (both newer and older versions). The Game Second Coming will use a
gameplay that will build on this great foundation, but focus also on story through cinematics, cartoons and even reading and
intertwine this with the strategic gameplay. Using the elements, we all love too create a great gaming experience. The experience
will intermix XCOM with rpg-, adventure and gamebook games.
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. News about coming release:
The game will soon go into Early Access, were we are going to add Episodes until all the episodes of the full game is included.
The game will then be released as a full game.

If you choose to participate into the Early Access, you will receive all episodes up to the full game.. Demo Update and
Coming Early Access:
We have updated the demo with bug fixes, inventory functionality and updated versions of the music tracks. We are going to
release an Early Access version soon, where we will release the game in chunks until the full game is out. This is so that it can be
tested by the public in an early stage.. Beta 1.6 released:
Been a couple of betas now, we are currently at Beta 1.6. Very close to final release. There will be more content coming after
release from early access as well.
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